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LEATHER FINISHNIG

Make a leather water-repellent 
without using PFAS?  
HYDROGUARD NF-1
When your goal is to make a leather water-repellent, when not previously waterproofed in the drum, 
in particular if you are working with nubuck or suede splits, HYDROGUARD NF-1 is the ideal product to 
achieve an effective final result from an aesthetic point of view and also from its performance.

The characteristic that makes this speciality and its applications even more valuable and in line with 
the parameters required by the market talking about ecology and respect for the environment, is 
the absence of PFAS. Regarding this, we can proudly state that HYDROGUARD NF-1 is fluorine and 
fluorinated free.

This concept is already known by many of you but it is better to give some further explanation: with 
the name of PFAS, acronym of perfluoroalkyl substances, we indicate a family of synthetic chemical 
substances consisting in various lengths of fluorinated alkyl chains. The two most well-known 
chemical compounds belonging to this group of substances are perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) and 
perfluorooctane sulfonic acid (PFOS).
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LEATHER FINISHING

The presence of fluoride makes these compounds extremely resistant to oil and water and thanks to 
these characteristics we can find perfluoroalkyl substances in many civil and industrial applications 
where a high water-oil repellency is required.

HYDROGUARD NF-1 is applied by spraying after dilution with DL 12, generally in a ratio of 1: 2 or 
1: 3 (we suggest to make a preliminary test in order to establish the optimal dilution). The degree 
of waterproofing that can be achieved depends on the type of treated leather and the amount of 
HYDROGUARD NF-1 applied. This amount can be varied by applying the product in one or more 
crosses, more or less diluted.

48/72 hours from its application, thanks to its self-crosslinking character, it will be possible to 
appreciate the full development of the water-repellent effect that this product is able to give in the 
finishing phase.

shoes leather goods upholstery garments 
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LEATHER FINISHING

MENDER SPLIT: the automotive speciality to merge

Sealing properties...  
and impregnating effect
Among the products recently formulated by FENICE S.P.A. in this publication, we are pleased to 
introduce you a stucco with a high technological content. It is capable to achieve an excellent 
aesthetic result on bovine split and it is also able to satisfy the performance requirements of the 
finished article used for the automotive sector.

The split in the production of car interiors are mainly used in the covering of steering wheels and 
require an excellent fibrous structure firmness, which must be compact, with limited “orange peel” 
effect if subjected to traction, without looseness. These crusts must have high tenacity but at the 
same time sufficient softness to allow an easy assembling and a comfortable seam of the elements on 
the steering wheel frame.

The main role in this process is taken by the pre-bottoming, applied in the first stage of the finishing. It 
must combine adequate sealing properties of the surface with an optimal filling-impregnating effect 
of the deeper fibers.

MENDER SPLIT, applied by roller coater with covering cylinders, type 17G, in a quantity of 13-15 gr 
per sq/ft can satisfy all your expectations with exceptional results. It can be pigmented with a 5% 
pigmentary paste and cross-linked with 1% of CT 33. The suggested application viscosity is about 
32-35” F.C. 4.

credits: Pixabay
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LEATHER FINISHING

After the application and the following drying, it can be haircell embossed or sand blasted (110-120°) 
and after then buffed with paper (400).

The leather will have a regular surface and will be characterized by high closure and uniformity, with a 
full and round hand, without loosening and with an extremely compact and fine fibre. The pigmented 
basecoat is then applied using a standard recipe that we enclose.

Quanto sopra corrisponde alle nostre migliori conoscenze ed esperienze, tuttavia se la presente viene rilasciata ai Sigg. Clienti si intende senza assunzioni di responsabilità,

date le notevoli variabili applicative possibili. In ogni caso il nostro personale altamente specializzato è a disposizione per consentire impieghi ottimali dei nostri prodotti e

sicurezza di risultati. The above details are correct to the best of our knowledge and experience. Given the range of variables that may arise in application, however, no

responsibility will be accepted if this document is passed on to the customers. Our highly specialised technical staff is always available to ensure the best use of our products

and the certainty of good results.
Mod. LA02 Rev. 6

Cliente
Customer

Tipo di pelle
Nature of hide

Articolo/Impiego
Item/Use

INFOTECH

BOVINE SPLIT

CAR UPHOLSTERY
Rif. Cliente
Customer ref.

Colore
Colour

Tipo di rifinizione
Finishing requirement

MENDER SPLIT  PREBOTTOMING BLACK

MENDER SPLIT
WATER
SHELL MIX
FILLER AUTO 41
CT 33
DC 185
DC 163
RESISTO® 82
RESISTO® 150
IVY 13
MT 34/HF
FEN TK- 100
ROD 44
AQUAGRADE® C55

AQUAGRADE® C22

CT 80
PE 140
LEVELLER® 90

A B C D E

950
0 -  50 85 750 170 170

50 85 0

130
15
25
70
425
85 170 170

45
10

Q.B.
250

285 285
285 285
55 55
20 20

25 10 10

Prodotti (p.p.)
Products (parts by weight)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Buffing 220 paper

1 rcm mix A 17G 15g/sqft

Dry well
Haircell embossing at 120°C-170 Atm - 4sec

Buffing 400

2 rcm mix B cylinder  17G aprox 18-20 g/sqft , 35"FC4

1x spray mix C  1.5g/sqft

Emboss 110°C-140 Atm 3

1x spray mix D  2.5g/sqft

1x spray mix E 2.5 g/sqft

Add 5g/l Shell mix in mix d
Note / Notes

Procedimento / Procedures

SUGGESTED FINISHING FORMULATIONRICETTA DI RIFINIZIONE

FENICE S.p.A.
Via del Lavoro 1
36078 Valdagno -  Vicenza -  Italy

Tel. +39 · 0445 · 424888 

Fax +39 · 0445 · 403607

e-mail:  info@fenice.com

http://www.fenice.com

Leather Chemical Specialties

AZIENDA CON

SISTEMA DI GESTIONE QUALITA'

UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

CERTIFICATO DA CERTIQUALITY

______________________________

COMPANY WITH

QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

UNI EN ISO 9001:2015

CERTIFIED BY CERTIQUALITY

Ns. rif.
Our Ref.

L RIF E C 4240

Data
Date
Oc:

Or:

GIANC
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LEATHER FINISHING

COLLEGE 500: the new polyurethane-based compound

Coverage and surface 
impregnation?
A recently introduced speciality in the Fenice range of products for leather finishing (especially for 
leather goods) is COLLEGE 500. It is an All-in-One product used in pigmented basecoats on patent 
leathers which must maintain their softness.

COLLEGE 500 is a polyurethane-based compound with a semi-opaque film, high coverage, able to 
guarantee excellent surface closure on buffed leathers. This speciality has a high release power and 
excellent mechanical properties like its excellent tenacity or very good flexibility.

However, the quality that makes COLLEGE 500 essential in your finishing is the simultaneous presence 
of two properties: covering and impregnating power. These features allow the finishing of soft leather 
with moderate looseness of the grain with no need to make a dedicated impregnation and so it will 
be possible to achieve the ideal grain firmness in addition to the maximum coverage, preserving the 
softness of leather.

After the application of the basecoat with several passages by rollercoater machine, the leather is 
preferably patented in solvent and will be used for the production of leather goods. The recommended 
pigmentation ratio is 1 to 6 or 1 to 7.
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All-in-One! 
with COLLEGE 500    
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LEATHER FINISHING

Anilines of the FASTDYES Series are liquid dyestuffs with high concentration specifically efficient and 
suitable for leather finishing by spray. 

They have characteristics, such as:
• Good resistance to PVC migration after fixing
• Transparency and brightness of colours
• Easy application
• Highly concentrated and easily mixable

How to use
FASTDYES Series can be applied by spraying, after having diluted the colours with the appropriate 
polar solvents, such as DL 100, alcohol and water. If it is desired to dilute with acetates, we recommend 
a 1:3 pre-dilution with glycols.      

The FASTDYES Series products can be mixed together in any ratio.

credits: Freepik

FASTDYES: Concentrated liquid dyestuffs with 

Good resistance to 
migration on PVC
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FASTDYES Colours Chart

LEATHER FINISHING

orange

scarlet red
 

 
lemon yellow 

 
yellow

 
yellow brown

brown
 

red brown

fucsia
 

bordeaux

black

 

bright blue

FASTDYES 04

FASTDYES 06

FASTDYES 08

FASTDYES 10

FASTDYES 13

FASTDYES 19 FASTDYES 16

FASTDYES 15

FASTDYES 12

FASTDYES 09

FASTDYES 07

FASTDYES 05

blue navy
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LEATHER FINISHING

Trasparent pigmented pastes for solid two-tone effect 

MICRO® CLEAR

The MICRO® CLEAR are transparent pigment pastes in water dispersion.

The MICRO® CLEAR pigment pastes are suggested to achieve bright, transparent and particularly solid 
colour tones, to use in leather goods and upholstery leather finishing. Their brightness and colouring 
power are particularly appreciable.

MICRO® CLEAR series are the modern answer as an alternative to the anilines to realize two-tone 
effects with very good light fastness in addition to heat, solvents and migration to PVC resistance.

credits: Pixabay
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LEATHER FINISHING
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MICRO® CLEAR LEMON

MICRO® CLEAR GOLD

MICRO® CLEAR RED

MICRO® CLEAR PINK

MICRO® CLEAR BORDEAUX

MICRO® CLEAR MAHOGANY

MICRO® CLEAR COBALT

MICRO® CLEAR BLACK

MICRO® CLEAR WHITE
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Masking the surface imperfections of crust leathers with

CRUST-UPGRADER

CRUST-UPGRADER is a blend of natural and synthetic waxes in water emulsion, containing colouring 
and covering components used to mask some defects or damaged areas on full grain crust leather.

CRUST-UPGRADER may be applied by spray or rollercoater directly on the crust leather to improve the 
perceived quality of the crust and to prepare it for the finishing process.

Leathers can then be finished with WATERSTAIN® Series that have good dry/wet rub resistance and 
high water-drop fastness.

Hides intended for footwear can instead be finished with sealing creams from the VICTORIA CREME® 
series, achieving a particularly bright and natural effect. In the case of these “unusual finishes” (in the 
tannery) a final fixing is advisable. In order to improve the general resistance, we recommend the use 
of the FINAL glossy and opaque topcoats.

CRUST-UPGRADER and WATERSTAIN® Series are available in many colours.

SHOES AND LEATHER GOODS

before after
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SHOES AND LEATHER GOODS

SECTION LACQUER® 
Each colour can be modified infinitely

Given a selection of colours, there is one and only one perfect sequence: any other combination would not be as 
effective. With this awareness, FENICE technicians work to improve and innovate processes for achieving colours that 
fashion houses want, that the markets are looking for, and that people wear.

 

Colour and technology 
go hand in hand  

The naturalness of the softer shades or the impact of saturated tones are the sublimation of natural processes. 
 
Colour in Fenice is a religion, celebrated using appropriate equipments, and is granted in every aspect of its liturgy.  
 
Contemporary, seductive, stable over time, timeless look: they may seem contradictions, but these are the 
characteristics asked to colour.
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